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We have been providing bonus puzzles in
ACCOLADE in the form of previously-published
puzzles in an attempt to assuage some of the
negative consequences of measures adopted by
governments to fight the dreaded Covid-19. We
know from feedback that at least two members are
solving and enjoying the puzzles. It would be good
to know whether members in general appreciate
these puzzles, or whether we are wasting our time.
We’d be interested to receive feedback as to
whether these puzzles meet an actual need, and if
so, the type of puzzles you would like to see there
and which compilers you’d like to revisit. Do email
Ian to let him know.

Puzzleman Ian Williams has another masterly
selection of puzzles for you this month. Included
are some of your favourites InGrid, Jaxa, Manveru
and Pentangle. Zinzan has contributed another
ne Cryptic in Slot 5. We hope that you will be
entertained by an intriguing pair of geographical
puzzles from Crowsman in Slots 6 and 7. Michael
Kennedy has provided another outstanding report
on the latest Clue Writing Competition.
Best of Luck with your solving.
Happy Crozworlding.
Patrick

How fortunate are we to belong to such a wonderful club,
especially in such difficult times. The task of adjudicating is now
much easier with only 3 email entries and 3 snail mail entries.
This is a tribute to our ACCOLADE designers though perhaps
Covid plays a role. Nevertheless ACCOLADE presents its own
problems. 10 to 20% of lost dots could be avoided if Accolade’s
very helpful return email was carefully perused as typos and other
senior moments would be obvious, or if it was used as input to
the built-in spell checking facilities.
Slot 1 NOSE and CORE were accepted in place of BOLE as a
solution to “Trunk”. SOLVES for SOLVER clued as “You”
occurred twice. All other mistakes were single occurrences.
Slot 2 EARNED in place of EARNER caught 5 solvers and
YANKIE DOODLE for YANKEE DOODLE lost 3 solvers their dots
as did a couple of misspellings of SESTINA. Neither GIGI nor
FIFI contain the notes required for the correct solution to the
operatic heroine MIMI.
Slot 3 Entertainment was the bugbear. FANDANCE lost 7 dots
(fandango and lapdance only partially fitted the clue and
definition) and CABARET and BURLESQUE lost 3.
Slot 4 Apart from typos the main problems were DEMOTE (
denote, decode, depose) and EVERTOR (everton, everted)
Slot 5 This proved difficult with a 71% success rate – not quite
the SIMPLER ECLOGUE promised by the Nina. The African
country TOGO lost 12 dots (with TOGS and TOGA representing
popular alternatives). MISLABELS caught 5, OZZY 2 ) and A
BOMBS 2 (H BOMBS) .See explanations
COTM There were many nominations from all slots: the most
came from slot 2 with no less than 20 nominations over 7 clues
(congrats Katydid) but the clear individual winner was
SEMINARIES (congrats Penobscot) Others with multiple
nominations included PLUS FOURS, CANCAN, GSTRING and
FEATHERS.
Brian Symons
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Prizewinner: October 2020 Slots 1-5: David Grainger . Congrats!
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Prize
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Across
1 Hesitant (9)
6 Charges (5)
9 Insert (7)
10 Feeling (7)
11 Beam (5)
12 Different (9)
13 Dresser (9)
15 Follow on (5)
16 Rim (5)
18 Civic offices (4,5)
20 Taken out of play (9)
23 Religious leader (5)
25 Drink (4,3)
26 Enigma (7)
27 Meal (5)
28 Lessons (9)

19

22

25

27

15

23

24

26

28

Down
1 Lock turn oddly points to self starter (5)
2 Miser knocked drink over before drawback
(7)
3 Supple woman part qualified (9)
4 In trouble during brief commencement (5)
5 Watches how a department head tampered
with makeup (9)
6 Vocal measure for singing group (5)
7 Using it carelessly is appropriate (7)
8 Unconscious or just irrational (9)
13 “I sell rags” quavered the shop assistant (9)
14 A sober one tanned wayward bridesmaid,
perhaps (9)
15 Chase and run around about middle- sized
dog (9)
17 Loser gone away in a rage (7)
19 Flower turns up hurt after fling with
sweetheart (7)
21 Close inside stall at church (5)
22 Empty vessel here! (5)
24 Switches not about comebacks (5)

Slots 1-5: Joan Smith, 4 Morley Avenue, Rosebery NSW 2018. email:
joansmi@internode.on.net
Closing mail date: Friday 20 November 2020.
|S|E|N|D|
|S|O|L|U|T|I|O|N|S|
|T|O|:

ACC

Slot 6 and 7: Len Colgan

1 Ailsa Avenue, Warradale, SA 5046 or (preferably) email
len.colgan@unisa.edu.au
Closing mail date: Friday 11 December 2020..
For Online entry, submission and adjudication via ACCOLADE click on
on www.crosswordclub.org home page.
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by

JAXA

Prize
$75

Down
1 State of affairs before my code broken for
entertainment (9,6)
2 Energy producer includes a street by the sea (7)
3 Get records of debts without interest (9)
4 Follow in green suede shoes (5)
5 People in suits fired deformed giants (9)
6 Old anatomist had a lot of wind before starting
necropsy (5)
7 Conspiracy concluded in container (5-2)
8 Ability for keeping cool, even took charge of central
quartet of Capone’s scams (5-10)
13 Contrived President’s academic web address with
top priority (7-2)
14 Thermal attribute exemplified by empty cough and
health problem (9)
16 Type of gun with half pencil used by printer (7)
18 Continuing Los Angeles confidence trick (7)
20 Load vehicle and depart (5)
21 Toothless statement of musical item gets lash (5)
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Across

Down

1 Supporting article - Landscapes in Private (6,3,6)

1 Urgent! Admiral be in bad shape at sea? (7,8)

9 Managed to keep back bike but lost diamonds to one

2 Transplant each tip of the liver (7)

claiming back unpaid goods (7)
10 Corruption by associate regularly needs backing by
lawmaker (7)
11 Free time to be adopted by university before English
(5)
12 She could target man furiously? (9)
13 He relays broadcast! (9)
15 A source of power entirely based on active hydrogen
(5)
16 Cut back some nettle (I’m a rhea or China grass too)
(5)
18 Mark on a calendar could be depicted like this? (3-6)
20 Devastating coronavirus finally relents following a
state of vigilance (9)

3 Hydrogen, periodically, is an electrically charged particle
rising and expanding? (6,3)
4‘What goes up must come down’ is a principle one holds
true (5)
5 Hallowed Eden, corrupted with sin, seduces that female,
heartlessly (9)
6 Island nation replacing leader with Conservative is toeing
the line? (5)
7 Ten broadcasting Bachelor before every game (7)
8 One in the field canvassing player’s health needs? (9-6)
14 This port city realm is undergoing reconstruction by the
French (9)
15 A new camera designed around iPhone’s original is from
Uncle Sam (9)

23 An outlet for kids (5)

17 Conductors in stream galvanised by electric current (7)

24 Wake up in North America and prepare to fish in the

19 Hawk - part of the art as seller (7)

sound? (3,4)
25 It’s unprofessional for China to go after Australian

21 Dotty, Mark or Chloë has one? (5)
22 Drastically reduce in size, initially with belt (5)

uranium with little resistance (7)
26 Giant star found in orbit, yet all haze unfortunately (9,6)

ACC MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS for 2021:

Patricia Abbott, Jean Barbour, Jeremy Barnes, John Baylis, David Bennett, John Brotherton, Alison & David Callan, Ron Carpenter,
Richard Christiansen, Denis Coates, Graeme Cole, Len Colgan, Maurice Cowan, Ken Davis, Liz Duffy, Jean Evans, Barbara Fiddling,
Hazel Freeman, Pat Garner, Ray Gooderick, David Grainger, James Groves, Robert Hagan, Megan Hamer, Kath Harper, Phyl Heath,
Norma Heyes, Kathy Horadam, Doreen Jones, Bhavan Kasivajjula, Laurence Kennedy, Michael Kennedy, Christina Lee, Julie Leigh, Gary
Lemon, Glenda Lloyd, Caroline Mackay-Sim, Jennifer Madden, Andrew Miles, Ann Millard, Ian Mason, Ian McKenzie, Claire McClelland,
Trish McPherson, Drew Meek, Robert Milton,(continued on page 6)
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AJ
by

Pentangle

Solutions begin with the
given letter.
Place them in the grid
jigsaw-wise,
where they fit.

A Outdated trial of computer program with top
cover (7)
B Spirit is like a flaming torch! (6)
C Call upcoming inventor about way to make
receiving apparatus (7,3)
D Dig up all others sharing resistance to apathy
(11)
E Expelled two men after end of lease (7)
F Took preventive action on trees covering a valley
going north (11)
G “Time after school to talk clothing,” declared
Marrowsky (3,4)
H Short guy consumed by strong dislikes of bones
(7)
I Corrupt insider holds power to be animated (8)
J Heard Israeli expression of disbelief in capital city
(6)
K African money goes on mixture of LSD and spirits
(7)
L It helps you go on air without a retrospective levy
(8)

M Spot computer uploading contents of value (6)
N Beginner finds endless love in French city (6)
O Happening to have topless shoe with nothing
inside (8)
P Friend briefly whines about pimples (7)
Q Picked up money for wedges (6)
R Control return of firearm at the end of June (8)
S Key to astronauts’ bistro? (5,3)
T Tip almost left in point of measuring device (8)
U One rings film centre over real misrepresentation
of one letter (10)
V Feeling I’ve been initially in trouble (4)
W Making a comeback, untrained beginner initially
conducted and sang (7)
X Refusal to replace director with unknown
concerning relations with guests (6)
Y Jazz fan found in Chinese capital or part of Mexico
(7)
Z Ferment two thirds of protein substance (4)

ACC MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS for 2021 continued from page 5
Rob Moline, Barbara Morris, Eileen O’Brien,Sue Pinder, David Proctor, Margaret Pyc, Judy Randall, Susan Reynolds, Max Roddick,
Danuta Rosendorff, Sonia Roulston, William Ryan, Ron Shapiro, Sally Shipway, Betty Siegman, Alison Shield, Anne Simons, Fraser
Simpson, Richard Skinner, Joan Smith, Patrick Street, Roy Taylor, Brian Tickle, Daphne Titus-Rees, Michael Veress, Anastasia WebsterHawes, Jenny Wenham, Rosemary Wenham, Keith Williams, Cheryl Wilcox, Ian & Kay Williams, Robyn Wimbush, Judith Woodford.

If your name is not mentioned above or in the Donations box and you have re-joined or donated, please let
Jenny know so that we can update our records.
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Cryptic
by
Zinzan
Prize
$75

Across
6 An everyday event is run poorly amid
statewide limitations (7)
7 A bit limited in taste installing brick lining (5)
9 Flower became taller (4)
10 Watertight structures make available
mothers cold at the outset (10)
11 Regular written letters in astrology courses
(8)
13 Short, thick and strong and not left
unshaven (6)
15 Harry seen as slave to history (4)
17 Sonny’s partner’s straddling - eye-opening
entertainment! (5)
18 Large slice of cake consumed by ravenous
Labrador (4)
19 Caretaker President harking back to another
era before retirement (6)
20 Nearly all agreed about gelidium and
porphyra (3,5)
23 Growing core of cowboys ignore gun reforms
(10)
26 Smell rancid at first - yikes! (4)
27 Copper lines trail small rowing boat (5)
28 Nurses following work schedules need no
introduction (7)
Down

1 Tender name . . . kind of? (10)
2 A group of people had dropped out of child
care work (6)
3 From the outset, almost sent back worker (4)
4 Inspector in disguise, crosses safely over (8)
5 Conned without beginning to examine
flipside? (4)
6 Bay horse replaces outrider’s colt (5)
8 All people upset by bone uncovered
somewhere in Africa (7)
12 Empty socialism gains attention as a matter
for study (5)
14 Naked hunk fixed aerials and then departs
without being paid (10)
16 Powerful men demonstrate mostly
impressive arm muscles (7)
17 Groups of workers receiving a lift in pay and
opportunity initially breaking into songs of
joy (3,5)
21 Reader’s maybe to pass on a joke one hears
(6)
22 “A PLANET” without the penultimate letter is
“A PLANT” (5)
24 Well-known migrants finally departing before
dawn? (4)
25 Top ingredients only included naturally
fragrant olive oil (4)

GENEROUS DONATIONS TO THE 2021 PRIZE FUND ARE GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGED FROM: Patricia Abbott,
Jean Barbour, Jeremy Barnes, David Bennett, John Baylis, Alison & David Callan, Ron Carpenter, Denis Coates, Graeme Cole, Len
Colgan, Ken Davis, Barbara Fiddling, Hazel Freeman, Pat Garner, David Grainger, Robert Hagan, Kath Harper, Doreen Jones, Laurence
Kennedy, Michael Kennedy, Ian Mason, Claire McClelland, Trish McPherson, Drew Meek, Andrew Miles, Ann Millard, Rob Moline,
Barbara Morris, Eileen O’Brien, Sue Pinder, David Procter, Margaret Pyc, Judy Randall, Max Roddick, Danuta Rosendorff, Sonia
Roulston, Ron Shapiro, Alison Shield, Sally Shipway, Betty Siegman, Richard Skinner, Joan Smith, Nea Storey, Roy Taylor Brian Tickle,
Michael Veress, Jenny Wenham, Rosemary Wenham, Cheryl Wilcox, Robyn Wimbush, Judith Woodford.
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Where?
by

Crowsman

Prize
$75

Theme words are indicated
by the form of the clues.
Two answers are common
with Slot 7.

Across
1 Where right fish was called this (6)
4 Where nation showered briefly (7)
10 Where our group returned and made up (5)
11 Where a university faculty turned trouble around (9)
12 Where is old king backing ... one countryman? (7)
13 Where vehicle has upper-class Greek character
returning (7)
14 Where I am of opposite view about rule (6)
15 Refuses to get out of bed, getting two
misdemeanours (4,2)
19 Where record is taken back in articles (6)
21 Popular support backed northern countryman (6)
25 Where a terrorist leader is housed by Cairo
organisation (7)
27 Where is one cutting fish? (7)
28 Where fellow is caught in a rain-burst (9)
29 Where to send back porous seconds (5)
30 Where one operating radio is in reversing car (7)
31 Where axes are removed from Anzac Day mayhem (6)

Down
1 Where former European state lost leader (6)
2 Where an upmarket London store has its interior
uplifted (7)
3 Clan held a variety in ballroom (5,4)
5 Where sook goes berserk against nothing (6)
6 In favour of wearing an outer garment (5)
7 Greek character must set up watercourses (7)
8 Where fellow climbing cut top from bone in leg (7)
9 Photograph holds up a northbound group from 16
(7)
16 Where 21’s home includes units (9)
17 Extreme right-winger, short of time, brings in a
group of shop-front boards (7)
18 Where struggle with tour leader has chap upset (7)
20 Where Newton left before Victorian (7)
22 Where 11 excluded a learner (7)
23 City where Prince greatly desires capital (6)
24 Where gold goes missing from view (6)
26 Where two-wheeler is 21 (5)

Len Cogan

Post
Solution
to:

|P|A|G|E| |8|

1 Ailsa Avenue, Warradale, SA 5046 or (preferably)
email len.colgan@unisa.edu.au
Closing mail date: Friday 11 December 2020.
[or submit via on www.crosswordclub.org home page.
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Quiz 11/2020 No repeats or ‘e’ by Crowsman. Each
answer contains at least ten all different (non-repeated)
letters and excludes the letter ‘e’. For example,
CUSTOMARILY, CHOUX PASTRY, VOUCHSAFING. All
except #2 and #8 will be found in Chambers. Answers are
in alphabetical order. Send your solutions to Len Colgan,
1 Ailsa Avenue, Warradale, SA 5046 or (preferably) by
email to len.colgan@unisa.edu.au Closing mail date: 11
December 2020. $75 prize.
1 Step-by-step methods for solving problems (10)
2 Great Soviet ballet dancer who defected in 1974 (11)
3 Outdoor leisure activity on foot (11)
4 Applying sprays from an aircraft (4-7)
5 Copying machines (11)
6 Means of attack in cricket (4,7)
7 In an irritable way (11)
8 Five-day music and arts festival in Somerset (11)
9 Interaction of human behaviour within a small social
gathering (5,8)
10 Old coins worth 2/6 (4,6)
11 In an unfathomable way (11)
12 Placing side by side (11)
13 Large Asiatic snakes (4,6)
14 Networks (10)
15 Hatred of mankind (11)
16 Discos (10)
17 Clouding (11)
18 Dramatists (11)
19 Having a loose treacherous surface (5-5)
20 Plastic surgery of the nose (11)
21 Equestrian event (11)
22 Lower than standard intelligence (12)
23 Miniature versions of graphic images (10)
24 Not in a cost-effective way (12)
25 The practice of reliance on free contributions, not
coercion (12)
26 Skill of an artisan (11)
27 Earthshattering (5-7)
28 Pertaining to the art of wood engraving (11)
29 Like Tito (10)
30 Engraving process on specific metal plates (11)
(continued from page 10)
I really liked the C, JUSTICE and XYLEM clues, but opted
for CREATE as my COTM. Betty Siegman
Always a favourite. Bit iffy about XYLEM though. Eileen
O’Brien
Challenging but most enjoyable. So pleased to finally get
one of these out. Michael McCabe
Nice clues - liked PLUS FOURS, though it had me
stumped for quite some time. Joan Smith
Not often I work out all but two clues before placing them
in the grid. A good start to the month. Ulla Axelsen
A lot of entertaining clues here, I liked S, P and L. However
XYLEM is singular. Kathy Horadam
Liked CREATE and VENTURE. Almost gave up on FETLOCK
! Max Roddick
The AJ is always great fun and I always add another word or
two to my vocabulary!! Jean Evans
Good fun, with some imaginative clues. Kath Harper
I chuckled over PLUS FOURS! Robyn McKenzie
A nice relatively easy one this month, I thought! Caroline
Mackay-Sim
An enjoyable AJ. Very neat clues for GOUT and DEMOTE.
Bev Cockburn

October 2020 Slot 5 by Eclogue (Keith Williams & Eddie
Looby)
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world

New member: Fraser Simpson from Canada.
Welcome to the Club, Fraser.
Returning member: Daphne Titus Rees after a long
absence. Welcome back, Daphne.

Vale Col Archibald

Col’s partner’s daughter writes “I am writing to let you
know that Col passed away on Saturday night from
many long term illnesses. He was brave to the last
and giving us all cheek. He moved to Condobolin 12
months ago with Anne and enjoyed those last months
with her in the peace and quiet. Col loved the
crossword club and often spoke of it and the many
friends he had made through it over the years. I know
he missed participating each year but the last few
years he was simply unable to concentrate as he used
to.”
Col was an enthusiastic and active member of the
Club and a most effective compiler, solver and
contributor for many years. He will be sorely missed.

I thought this was simpler than the usual Eclogue. Then
I saw why! Len Colgan
I liked the “Simpler Eclogue” Nina. Shame I didn’t notice
it until I had finished!! Julie Leigh
Sadly my midirons are used for fairly short shots now.
Roy Taylor
Took me a while to wake up to ENZED! Nea Storey
SIMPLER ECLOGUE as a NINA! I enjoyed this puzzle very
much. Thank you. Some great clues. Ann Millard
Very enjoyable. Ulla Axelsen
I like the way Aussies and Kiwis are linked in bottom
right! Is that a prophecy about COVID’s end, or am I
clutching at straws? Jenny Madden
SANTA and ENZED were fun. Kathy Horadam
Indeed it was. Andrew Patterson
“OLD GLORY” flying in St. Petersburg ? Not even today!
[Only in Florida – Adj] Max Roddick
Challenging puzzle fingers crossed! Joan Smith
Fascinating clues and challenging answers. Lynn Jarman
Liked ENZED and IBEXES in particular Michael McCabe
Simpler Eclogue? Cheryl Wilcox
Couldn’t be simpler, Eclogue! David Parsons
Well, perhaps it was a “SIMPLER ECLOGUE”? Time will
tell. Richard Skinner
Thankyou for some interesting clues. Jean Evans
Definitely a ‘simpler Eclogue’ - it must have been,
because I solved it without resorting to 7 down. Kath
Harper
It was with not a little trepidation that I embarked on this
puzzle, having attempted Eclogue’s previous offerings
(and the September mind bender in the 3D puzzles). The
“simpler” offering was much appreciated! Feel free to
continue in this vein. I gave STARS AND STRIPES my
COTM vote. Andrew Miles
As someone pointed out to me, this was a “SIMPLER
ECLOGUE” but still a challenging puzzle! Bev Cockburn
A NINA of “Simpler Eclogue”! Marian Procter
‘Banner over St Petersburg’ was a great clue. Very hard to
choose COTM. Anastasia Webster-Hawes

Great to have the 15-letter solutions as the scaffold.
Didn’t understand 17ac though [Ra the god and NI the
metal – Adj]. Gabriel Fuller
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I liked the Burlesque/ Cancan theme suggested by
MOULIN ROUGE. Julie Leigh
Funny how you miss a theme until told of it. Andrew
Patterson
Some great clues. Thank you, Katydid. Ann Millard
I really liked G-STRING and FEATHERS (COTM), but
not keen on TEAT, TEN or IRONED OUT Len Colgan
Liked many of these clues. Settled on TEAT for COTM.
Looking forward for reason for LOQUAT - what is
‘quat’? pls. [Chambers has it as a dialect word for
pimple – Adj] Eileen O’Brien
Lots of clues with very good surface readings.
(EYESTRAIN and CAN CAN especially - my pick for
COTM). Waiting to see how MOULIN ROUGE is parsed.
LOQUAT: I don’t see how “local” contributes. The
loquat is from China. [indicates the dialect etymology,
not its origin – Adj] Drew Meek
Liked GSTRING (COTM) and FANDANCE. Roy Taylor
Loved this - 1ac introduces the very entertaining
cabaret theme. Lots of possibilities for COTM here, I’m
going with FEATHERS. Tony Dobele
Some nice whimsical clues - eg G-STRING and TEAT
Nea Storey
Tricky puzzle liked the clues for, CANDELA AND CAN
CAN. Queries for a few answers, will check next
month. Joan Smith
It was always six of the best when I went to school :).
Ulla Axelsen
Some interesting clues Jean Evans
What an unpleasant word ‘SUCCOURER’ is for
someone as noble as a lifesaver. Ian Mason
Liked CANDELA, ORATE, PEELER -- and most others !
Max Roddick
Liked the clue for G-STRING. Anne Simons
LUSTRUM is a new one on me. Michael McCabe
Thanks for some excellent clues Lynn Jarman
Lots of great clues. Favourites were G-STRING,
IRONED OUT, FEATHERS and CANCAN. Brian Tickle
This must have been fun to compile. I counted 8
answers relating to the Parisian venue! Maureen Blake
The Moulin Rouge theme was entertaining! Richard
Skinner
I liked CANCAN and FEATHERS the most. Ian
Thompson
Loved the fan dance clue. Jean Evans
1 across finally made sense as I was filling in the other
answers. Kath Harper
Great clues. I was especially fond of MOULIN ROUGE.
Robyn McKenzie
Katydid swirled us into the Spiegel tent with this
puzzle. Loved the movement, colours, clothing and
undulations. Gabriel Fuller
Some great clues. Loved TEASE and FEATHERS. Bev
Cockburn
I love it when I can deduce a word I’ve not known
before (CANDELA) Some lovely clues, e.g. ‘Tintin’s
dance’ for CAN CAN Anastasia Webster-Hawes
A cheeky little puzzle - barely concealed! Mike Potts
October 2020 Slot 4 by Both Sides (Nea Storey and
Anne Simons)
I found this to be an enjoyable and relatively gentle AJ
with some nice cluing. My favourite was JUSTICE and
I took a long time to parse XYLEM. Brian Tickle
I didn’t get the wordplay in XYLEM, if it is right. David
Bennett
continued on page 9
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Post entries for Slots 1-5 to: Joan Smith, 4 Morley Avenue, Rosebery NSW 2018.
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For Online entry, submission and adjudication via ACCOLADE click on www.crosswordclub.org
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NAME: ..................................................

Post solution to: Len Cogan 1 Ailsa Avenue,
Warradale, SA 5046 or (preferably) email
len.colgan@unisa.edu.au.Closing mail date: Friday
11 December 2020.
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Enjoyable clues - I particularly liked those for DIORAMA
and BIT. Don’t want to be a wet blanket but my
Chambers doesn’t seem to have a humorous def for
BRAINSTRUST. Tony Dobele
A different approach to cluing and a good challenge. A
different approach too for the mini theme. Richard
Skinner
Loved the “four interesting entries” . Fascinating and
certainly stirred the brain cells!! Jean Evans

The answer that
seemed most
problematic was
“OLAV V”, which
was many people’s
only incorrect entry
as “OLAF V”.
Unfortunately, this
can’t be parsed from
the clue’s wordplay
so hasn’t
been accepted. I have, though, accepted “BASEJ” instead
of the intended “BASIJ”, which is a proper noun,
transliterated from Persian. Luckily for the BASEJers,
that spelling seems to have been used in the wild and
can probably be parsed from the clue’s wordplay …
maybe …
Anyway, thanks until next time!
Explanations –
Across: 1 unclued, 6 DO{D}GE, 9 (A LARGE) around
asIan, 10 OECA< into FFF [fortississimo], 11 NOR +
THEY around R+L, 12 dd, 14 dd re 22/7, 17 O+LAV+V,
18 shUDDERed, 20 cd, 22 T{EVE}T, 23 BAND+O{REL}
<O, 25 (BOOBS+NO)* 26 (IE+OBGYN)*, 27 sTRIPEd, 28
unclued. Down: 1 unclued, 2 {I+G+TR} in FEE, 3 dd, 4 G
+EAR+RATIOn, 5 BA + F + F + Y, 6 DUCK+SHOVE, 7
&lit - heads, 8 EFFort, 13 unclued, 15 URN+TABLET, T
taken up, 16 OSTENSibl{OR} Y, 19 DAVId + NoChIn, 21
OBE+LIS+K, 23 BASIc+J, 24 O before MEGA, 25 dd.
Solvers’ Comments
Interesting that different transliterations of the Hebrew
produced different answers to 22a in slot 6 and 45a in
slot 5. Actually it is usually transliterated “tebeth”. David
Bennett
Clever idea. Favourite clues were those for UDDER and
ON THE BOIL. Brian Tickle
I gather TRIPE and DIORAMA are &lit clues, while I
particularly liked NORTHERLY and OBELISK. Len Colgan
Some clues have me baffled even though the answer
seems clear. Ian Thompson
Amusing and clever puzzle. Roy Taylor
This was definitely the most challenging puzzle this
month, and I am not at all sure of some of my answers
But BAFFLEGAB gets my vote for the word of the year - I
have already added it to my vocabulary! Nea Storey
What a great puzzle! The definitions in Chambers for
BAFFLEGAB and DEVIL DODGER are priceless! Bev
Cockburn
Quite a challenge. It was a case of working out answer
from definition long before working out word play. Ulla
Axelsen

You were certainly right about the wit in the definitions! I
especially enjoyed the jaywalker! Robyn McKenzie
Aver has introduced me to a type of clue I had never seen
before, most enjoyable. Ian Mason
Well, that was different. I liked the four interesting clues.
Betty Siegman
Bafflegab all around, and I never knew there was such
an apt word for it! Kath Harper
This was a first for me. Jenny Madden
Loved BONOBOS and BIT! Some humorous definitions
varied from edition to edition. Luckily I have three to
consult! For 24d I at first though of OPERA, with the
“huge” and “end” connections! Mike Potts
Love “duckshove”, will try keeping it in mind! Corryn
Anderson
The ‘interesting’ entries were great fun!!. Thank you for
challenging the brain cells. Jean Evans
Not sure about the northeast corner. Hilary Cromer

Quiz No 9/2020 Old English by The Eager Beaver
(Bev Cockburn) (from page 14)
I found this quiz very demanding and have given up on
#24. Looking forward to the answers. Thanks for keeping
my “locked down” brain busy. Robyn Caine
Thanks for your entertaining quiz. I learnt a number of
new words! Michael Veress
This quiz was highly entertaining even though I
amazingly guessed the tie early on. Thank you. Robyn
Wimbush
The trickiest quiz in a long time. #12 and #24 took some
finding. Ann Millard
Yet another excellent quiz. I don’t know how you come up
with such different ideas all the time. Julie Crowe
Wow, what a challenge, So many interesting words.
Thanks for the entertainment. Ulla Axelsen
Just seen the corrigenda for this quiz which confirms
that I think I’m on the right lines – let’s see:- Keith
Williams
Many thanks for yet another original challenge. We
hovered for a while over ‘umbrelloes’ v ‘veldschoen’ but
decided as one can still buy veldschoen they couldn’t be
called outdated. (Good decision! BC) Julie Leigh
Thanks for the OE challenge. Some of these were quite
difficult to find. I would say one-third or so were new to
me. UMBRELLOES indeed! Andrew Miles
With the isolation it gives more time to do puzzles and
crosswords and quizzes. David Procter
Thanks for the brain exercise. Len Colgan

DUCKSHOVE was a new one for me! That’s if it’s correct!
Judy Ferguson
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Theme words are
indicated by the form
of the clues. Two
answers are common
with Slot 6.

Post solution to:
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len.colgan@unisa.edu.au

[or submit via
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Across
7 Intern held back medicine before I made beachhead (9)
8 Where westward waybill avoided borders (5)
10 As a group, crowd in at 67.5 degrees (2,5)
11 Where unpredictable gale changed direction of wind (7)
12 Where conifer is reported (6)
14 Where Che Guevara’s lover took hold of a major bank? (8)
16 Chemical compound, same formula, different properties? I get a few right! (6)
19 Sloppy sun relief is not mentioned (6)
23 Where friar is contracted (8)
24 Where you look in conversation (6)
28 Where American fungus confronts eggs (7)
29 Where weary retreats are bad (7)
30 One supporter turned around a serviceman’s canteen (5)
31 Where a feeble Yank receives a setback (9)
Down
1 Keep mum, but mug admits escape (4,2)
2 See 25
3 Where parrot is imbued with gold (5)
4 Where 24, penniless and in disarray, houses one vehicle (9)
5 Seize improperly, framing a member, but expresses lament (8)
6 Where bleats bag one overacting (7)
7 Where musical is heard (6)
9 Where massage upset and almost negated (7)
13 Former site of Olympics has brief fracas (3)
15 Army unit briefly turned up to suspend European opposed to the status quo
(3-6)
17 Where turns trouble minor prophet (7)
18 Where incorrect logon interrupted upcoming plan (8)
20 Site of Taj Mahal loses right commander (3)
21 Determined 1980s singer (7)
22 Where to criticize doctors (6)
25,2 Where old money twice damaged USA (6-6)
26 Where there’s briefly only left lane (6)
27 Where plane crashed (5)

Closing mail date:
Friday 11 December
2020.
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Explanations for clues in October 2020 Slots 1-5
grids
Note: cd = cryptic definition; dd = double definition; rev
or < = reversal; homophones are noted as "homoph" and
words from which they are derived may be shown in
quotes; anagrams as anag. if straightforward, or
(NNNN)*. "Heads" or Tails" are first or last letters of part
of a clue; letters forming solutions are normally written
as capitals and removals as lower case;hw or hidden =
hidden word. Explanations provided by individual
compilers may vary from this format.
Slot 1 Leprechaun. Down: 1 ROSE + MARY, 2 dd, 3
Homoph “ruse”, 5 RES(t) in ARTS), 6 THEN* + ALL in
RED, 7 Subst (R/F + EIGN), 8 Hidden word, 9 NOGO +
DO<, 14 ACT + in DEVIATE*, 17 dd, 18 REFER + heads
(E + E + S), 20 Heads<, 21 LA in POND), 22 Heads, 24
Homoph “wretch”, 26 (ROUTe)*.
Slot 2 Penobscot. Across: 1 homoph “miss adventure”,
8 cd, 9 REF + USES, 11 dd, 12 MI + MI, 14 LUST +
RATE, 16 SUP round END, 17 hidden, 19 cd, 21 FOR +
A + MINA, 25 RE + SENT(i)MENT, 27 cd, 28 anag, 29 cd.
Down: 1 dd, 2 MINA in SERIES, 3 D + END + RITE, 4
(L)EARNER, 5 heads, 6 homoph “re-sinned”, 7 BACK in
SHINGLES, 13 (VAST + rAT) in DEED, 15 hidden, 18
MOD + ERATO, 20 (NITS)< in SEA, 22 hidden, 23 hidden
+ (IN A GLEBE)*, 26 SIR< + K.
Slot 3 Katydid. Across: 1 CD, 7 DD, 9 &lit, 10 BURL
+ES+QUE, 11 ALL+OTT+ING, 12 Homophone “Ts”, 13
GST+RING, 15 TEA+T, 18 LOP< +L, 20 CANDELAbra, 23
electORATE, 24 anag, 26 S(UC)COURER, 27 anag, 28
DD, 29 anag. Down: 1 MUS(TANG)S, 2 UNDU(LAT)E, 3
Heads, 4 anag, 5 UP+RIGHT, 6 EYES+TRAIN, 7 LO
+QUAT, 8 DD, 14 Homoph., 16 FEAT(HER)S, 17 FAN
+DANCE, 19 LUST+RUM, 20 anag, 21 COR(n->S)ET, 22
CD, 25 DR(O)OP.
Slot 4 Both Sides. A (JUDE’S RATS)*, B DD, C CR+E
+ATE, D DE+MOTE, E hidden, F (FELT OK + C)*, G O in
GUT, H rev hidden, I IR + IR< + GATE, J CD, K DD, L
LOTT(i)E+RY, M MU+SI+CAL, N (*COIN)+TIN+E, O CD, P
DD, Q QUEEN+IE, R (D+ACRE)*, S S(*GIN)ALLY, T DD,
U (NUN MADE)*, V VEST+pURsE, W WIND+SURFING, X
XY+LEM(on), Y hidden, Z (A+Z+LOUSE)* + NESS.
Slot 5 Eclogue. Across: 1 IE in VW, 4 U in AGES, 7
TOG + O, 9 SIN* + T, 10 A in CEDAR-BIRD*, 11
DELIVER + THE GOODS, 12 RAIDS* + MED, 15 IB +
EXES, 16 AB + MOBS*, 17 GUM< + SHOTS, 18 TSARS*
+ AND + PRIESTS*, 21 HARDEN CODE*, 22 OZ + ZY, 23
Hidden; tutANKHamun, 24 ANT in SA, 25 Homoph
“tied”. Down: 2 IS + SUE, 3 (CHAIRMAN WRITHES)*, 4
Hidden; rAM BLEats, 5 U + PRATED, 6 SING round
LIVER, 7 (AUTHORISE ORNATE)*, 8 DIES in GREET, 13
(BET + WEE) in INN, 14 LABEL in MISS, 17 (ID +
MINOR)*, 19 TON + GA, 20 EN + ZED.

continued on page 12
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Crowsman’s Poser: There are many English words and
expressions in the dictionaries that contain all five vowels
exactly once each. Amongst these, there are some that
have the five vowels in strict alphabetical order, such as
FACETIOUS, ABSTEMIOUS, HAVE IT OUT, TRADE
DISCOUNT, etc. However, there are only two English
words in the Chambers dictionary that have the five nonrepeated vowels in strict reverse alphabetical order. Can
you find these two not-uncommon words? Solution next
month.
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Solution to September 7-2020

September 2020 Slot 7: A Quick Crossword by
Pentangle (Brian Tickle)
Entries received 69, Correct 48, Success rate
69.6%.
Prizewinner: Ron Carpenter. Congratulations!

world

Compiler’s comments
Thanks so much for the friendly, positive comments
(although some solvers suggested that the title was a
misnomer). The only themed clue to cause trouble for
several solvers was 1dn with 12 opting for EMPRESS.
The solution (EXPRESS) is achieved by reducing 1000
(M) – money initially – by 99% to get the X in
EXPRESS. Four solvers went with SWIRL instead of
SWILL in 14ac. This is another clue that uses a ‘letter
swapping’ device – ‘resistance gives way to opening of
liquor’ was intended to lead the solver to swap the R in
‘swirl” for an L. – Brian Tickle
Explanations –
[T] indicates a theme word. Across: 1 EaChLeAnTo, 4
FAST + TRAIN [T], 9 Spooner “fig pace”, 10 C + ONTO
+ RT, 11 ENTR(ACT)Ee, 12 PRONeTO [T], 14 Swap R
for L in SWIRL, 15 ONE* + N(L)IGHT, 17 cd, 19
G(ir)AFFE, 21 UNABLE*, 23 gEOMETRIC* [T], 25
sTALKING, 26 Hidden [T], 27 P(SHOT*)ASTE [T], 28
DUD(E)S. Down: 1 Swap M for X in EMPRESS [T], 3
TR(cAVe)AIL, 4 FLEE + TIN(GL)Y [T], 5 dd, 6 cd, 7
ANDOR*, 8 Reverse anagram, 13 DOUBLET + I+M+E
[T], 16 GO FOR + WAR + D, 17 NONg + <POTS [T], 18
T(ALL)ISH*, 19 GR + EASED + L(THING*)ING [T], 20
EX + CITES, 22 cd [T], 24 (EG<) in AS.
Solvers’ Comments
Good puzzle with a heart racing theme. Roy Taylor
Although titled A Quick Crossword, it was by no means
a Quickie! Despite the many references to speed, it
took me 24-down (AGES) to complete. Nea Storey
Not a quick crossword for me, it took a while for the
penny to drop. A very enjoyable puzzle liked the clues
for GREASED LIGHTNING and GAFFE. Thank you
Brian. Joan Smith
Much to like, thanks. Think I found all the ‘quick’
things but not sure about 11ac. Tony Dobele
Just could not parse a couple so fingers crossed on
this one. Richard Skinner
I was so slow to find all the fast answers. Maureen
Blake
Great puzzle! Loved POSTHASTE, SWILL and
GREASED LIGHTNING among many others! Bev
Cockburn
Great clues! I thought express was very clever. Robyn
McKenzie
It takes a quick mind to create such a ‘quick’ puzzle.
Kath Harper
GO FORWARD was good, NUTS OUT excellent. Max
Roddick
Thanks Brian I really enjoyed all the ‘quick’ references.
Great fun. Jean Evans
Lots of fun solving this one. It was lovely to see an old
saying like ‘greased lightning’. Robyn Caine

Clue Writing Competition 7/2020 (continued from page

16)
tweak of the definition could have given the clue more
pizazz – something like ‘…god joins devil in hell’, or ‘…
devil gives rise to hell’.
Uproar when unpaid money reviewed with unknown
amount replaced by capital miscalculation ***
We finish with an anagram with a substitution of one
letter Y (unknown amount) for M (first letter of
miscalculation). It’s original anagram fodder with plenty
of potential, and I can see why it was attractive. The
‘capital miscalculation’ does not literally indicate the letter
M (capital of miscalculation does), and perhaps
something simple like Millions would have fit the bill.
Scoring System

Definition
Secondaries
Fairness
Surface
x-factor

Poor
0
0
0
0
0

Proper
1
1
1
1
1

Perfect
2
2
2
2
2

Total score Star Rating
00
1-2 *
3-4 **
5-7 ***
8-9 ****
Send your clue and explanation to the adjudicator 10 *****
Michael Kennedy, 27 Hennessy Lane, Figtree NSW For the next competition, please write a clue for the
2525 or by email to: manveru@bigpond.com
word DARWIN (6) complete with explanation.
Closing mail date: Friday 11 December 2020. $50 Note: only one clue per person.

prize.
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Results of the Clue Writing Competition 7/2020

Write a clue for PANDEMONIUM (11)
Adjudicated by Michael Kennedy
Definition from Chambers (12 edition) n The capital of Hell
in Milton’s Paradise Lost; (without cap) any very disorderly
or noisy place or assembly); (without cap) tumultuous
uproar. (Gr pas, pan all, and daimon a spirit)
th

It was John Milton who coined the word ‘Pandemonium’ for
his epic poem, Paradise Lost first published in 1667. He
drew inspiration from the Roman Pantheon – a temple for all
the Gods, by creating a grand capital in Hell for the demons.
Of course, the word has now evolved to also mean an uproar
or general chaos. Fortunately, most of the clues were less
than chaotic, but as with all clues the devil is in the detail.
This month, the winning clue comes from the pen of Doreen
Jones with the following.
Chaos - treatment required for five hundred million with
pneumonia (11)
The entries are listed in alphabetical order and the
definitions, where appropriate, are italicised.
A god, a devil and yours truly express hesitation before
making chaos ***
We start with a charade that links PAN,DEMON,I,UM. This
proved to be a popular parsing method, and for very good
reason. The key of course is to then create the most
readable and interesting clue possible. One point that is
relevant to many of the clues, is that um is an interjection
when expressing hesitation (as correctly used in this clue)
and is not precisely synonymous with just the word
hesitation. Hesitate, as a verb, is um okay.
A Greek god with evil spirit – I hesitate. There’s uproar.
***
The parsing here is precisely the same as the first clue, but
the clue does read differently. I do like the descriptive terms
‘Greek’ and ‘evil’ as it just gives the clue a little more colour.
The abrupt punctuation does jar some, but otherwise the
clue works well.
And everyone at first, with the Prime Minister around,
on one hesitation created an uproar ***
Refreshingly, no gods or demons (unless you class the PM as
either) to be found here. The clue is parsed as such: P(AND
+E)M+ON+I+UM. It all works well, except for hesitation (see
above). Good imagery on display here - I’m picturing a
typical Parliament question time session.
Bedlam ingroup - mad men ignoring initial ground rules!
***
A cleverly disguised clue with Bedlam serving as the actual
asylum for mad people in the surface reading. Note that the
compiler managed this by placing it at the beginning of the
clue, thereby making use of the capitalisation. The parsing
is an anagram of INGROUP MAD MEN without the letters G
& R. It would have been preferable to place ‘initially’ after
‘rules’. Bedlam also serves as the anagram indicator and the
exclamation mark indicates this. However, it’s generally
something worth avoiding, particularly if you can fit a
perfectly fine indicator into the clue.
Chaos generated when adding on to global epidemic
after dumping intensive care, followed with leading
“improbably useless medications” ***
This lengthy clue is one that draws heavily on the current
coronavirus pandemic, and it does a good job of
incorporating several actual aspects. It’s parsed as
PANDEM(ic) + ON + I.U.M. I do love a topical clue, but of
course the trick for the compiler is to make it fit. This one is
slightly strained and would have been served well by
shortening the clue. While there’s no hard and fast rule
about the length of the clue, it’s generally advisable to err on
the side of caution and compile a succinct clue as it just has
more aesthetic appeal, particularly if you have thirty other
1/2
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clues to solve.
Chaos - treatment required for five hundred million with
pneumonia ****
This is an anagram of D (five hundred), M (million) and
PNEUMONIA as indicated by ‘treatment required for’. It’s a
neat clue, particularly as pneumonia is not obvious anagram
fodder. The integration of the anagram indicator with the
surface reading is cleverly done.
Devil, caught between God and a spirit, without resisting
initially, created Hell ***
The parsing here places demon between pan and I(a) with
r(UM). I particularly like how the compiler has incorporated
spirit into the clue (and theme) and steered away from the I
and UM wordplay.
Explosion on a mine dump causes inferno **
As far as the surface sense this clue is perfect with a
seamless mine accident theme. It’s a simple anagram of
on,a,mine,dump as indicated by explosion. A noun by itself
as an anagram indicator is not grammatically perfect (In
this case, explosively, exploded etc). Inferno could potentially
mean hell, but Pandemonium is the capital of Hell, not Hell
itself.
God, and Devil I hesitate to add, create chaos ***
A simply parsed charade clue with PAN, DEMON, I, and UM.
I think the comma would have been better served after the
word devil, but otherwise the clue reads well. It’s obviously a
plausible theological scenario as well.
I am hesitant to follow Peter (Barrie’s boy) – the little
devil causes chaos! ***
In this clue the wordplay places I+UM after PAN and
DEMON. The reference to Peter Pan is original but pretty
clear, and kudos to the compiler for some novel word play
that creates a neat story.
I hesitate to follow God and Devil to Hell’s capital ***
In this clue I and UM go after PAN and DEMON. Again, nice
to see the capital of Hell being referenced, particularly as
one could potentially be thinking it’s a reference to the letter
H.
Intensive Care does not end pandemic, and top officer
back in uniform limits violent disturbance ***
This solid topical clue was inspired by the recent protests
against the lockdown in Melbourne. It’s parsed as follows PANDEM(ic)+O+NI+UM. Strictly speaking, ‘Top officer’ does
not literally indicate the top of officer, but I know certain
publications use this method wantonly to indicate initial
letters.
Lots of shouting – one element of an expert chef!! ****
Have you worked this one out? As far as originality goes this
one takes the cake. It’s cooked as follows – an expert chef
could be called a ‘pan demon’ (I sense some rolling eyes)
while the -ium is a suffix denoting a metallic element (e.g.
plutonium). With the ‘lots of shouting’ definition, I couldn’t
help but think this was a reference to Gordon Ramsay, who
coincidentally has a show called ‘Hell’s Kitchen’. But I
digress. A funny diverting clue, but one that would need
some solid checked letters for most solvers to arrive at the
answer.
One legendary continent overthrown after god and devil
cause uproar ***
Here we have the now familiar ‘pan’ and ‘demon’, but the
IUM is parsed by the unfamiliar Mu – a mythical lost
continent. I like it. It adds to the tumultuous war between
good and evil that the clue evokes. Perhaps a
1/2
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[Continued on p15]
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